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Once upon a time, on the planet pie Lemon, lived two robot friends, Nick and Charlneesius.

Nick was walking backwards, waving his loud fan around looking for attachment parts to make himself stronger. His friend Charlneesius was going for a walk when he was distracted by a coconut that fell off the coconut tree beside him to his left.

He didn’t see Nick and he crashed right into him. Nick’s alarm system went off and then he was immediately overloaded. He had memory tane and he remembered too many things. All of his memories were mixed up. He tried to play his music machine, but he turned it on after the music started. It was really January 1, 2019, but he thought it was 1999, May 5. He got confused about his planet of origin. He thought he lived on Pie Blueberry where his ancestors were constructed, even though he was really on Pie Lemon.

Charlneesius had an idea. “Can I take over your memory, Nick?” he asked.

Nick said, “Ye-e-es.” He wasn’t quite himself that day, due to memory tane.

Nick physically disconnected his memory chip, and Charlneesius put it on his top shelf.

They physically connected and worked as a single unit until the memory tane was cured. On that day in June, Charlneesius gave Nick back his memory. Nick put it back on his bottom shelf and physically connected it. He was internet connected.

Charlneesius said, “bye! See you tomorrow. I will try not to bump into you tomorrow!.”

Chapter 2 Hacked

Charlneesius almost crashed into Nick again, but avoided it.

“Oh, sorry,” he said.

Charlneesius said, “I think I’m being hacked.”

Nick said, “Oh, not another problem.”
Then Charleesius said, “I’m straining to stay upright and not collapse on you. I don’t want to crush you.”

Then Charlneesius got glitch tane. He fell to the floor in a coma-like state and was twitching, but he recovered after a few minutes.

All of a sudden, Nick collapsed with his alarm system on. “No!” said Charleesius.

“Oh no!” said Nick. “I think I’m being hacked. A virus has infected my system and I can’t function correctly.”

Nick and Charlneesius hear an evil laugh “hee hee hee.” Then everything went black.

Then they turned and saw someone and then suddenly he disappeared.

Then Nick got Gladeeis. First he glitched out, next he collapsed, third his circuits began to spark, fourth he cracked in half, fifth, his wires flew out.

Charlneesius called loudly, “HELP! Somebody help, my friend is in Gladeeis and I don’t want him to die.”

Wobble Head, the shape robot appeared. He said, “1001.” He always speaks in number code.

Luckily, Charlneesius understood the code. “He means he’s gonna shoot some electrocute to charge you up, Nick.”

Nick couldn’t hear or understand because his wires were disconnected.

He shot 5 electrocute balls into Nicks body. Nick started to self-repair, making these sounds “wrrrrrrrrrrr. Error, error, wrrrrrrrrrrr, Repair complete.” Nick re-activated and whirred quietly while he recovered his circuits.

Charlneesius went to give him a handshake but when he touched his friend, he got electrocuted because his circuits were still too hot.

Charlneesius fell to the floor and rolled away. He decided to wait while Nick cooled down. At first he was jumping at #100, then he slowed down, Charlneesius counted him down 90, 80, 70, 60, 50, 40, 30, 20, 10, 0. Uh-oh, he’d gone too far and started to deactivate. He needed to get back to normal operating speed, #5. Charlneesius helped him by counting him up 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

“Reactivation cycle complete,” said Nick.

“Who hacked us?” asked Charlneesius.
Nick replied, “I remember seeing someone, just before everything went black, but the memory is kind of hazy.”

To be continued in Chapter 3